
Name:

_______________________________

Date: (
j \a

Labels

Abbreviations Practice

Directions Complete the sentences.

1. If you want to know how many fluid ounces are in a drink, look on the front of the

container for the abbreviation

____________________________________________________________

2. Some labels have the abbreviation

___________________________________________________

followed by a date ta teil yau when the product expires.

3. The weight of the contents without the container, or the

___________________________________

weight, s written as “net wt.” on some labels.

4. When you have a prescription filled, the abbreviation

______________________________________

on the label tells you how many puIs are in the bottie. or the quantity.

5. The abbreviation “oz.’ stands for

_____________________________________________________

Directions Choose the best answer, and write the letter in the blank.

____

6. If you need an extra large T-shirt, you should look for

____

on the label.

A. E

B. XL

C. XX

D. EXL

_____

7. A serving of cereal has approximately 80 milligrams of sodium. This is 3% of the

RDA, or

____

A. recommended daily average

B. recommended dietary amount

C. recommended daily allowance

D. recommended daily amount
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Name:

_________________________________

Date: j :•a
Labels

Abbreviations Practice continued

_____

8. If you see RX on the front of a business, t s a

_____

A. relaxation store

B. retail outlet

C. pharmacy

D. pet store

_____

9. The DV, or

_____,

is based on a diet ot 2,000 calories per day.

A. daily value

B. daily vitamin

C. dietary value

D. dairy value

10, The abbreviation for milliliter s

_____

A. mltr

B. mil

C. mIr

D.ml

Directions Match each abbreviation to its meaning. Write the letter in the blank.

11. L A. degrees Fahrenheit

12. ‘F B. prescription

____

13. mg C. gram

_____

14. 5 D. large

____

15. g E. medium

_____

16. M R small

_____

17. RX G. miHigram
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